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“And you...shall rejoice in all the good which the Lord your god has given you and your household. And you...shall say before the
Lord your God. I have removed the sacred portion from my house, and have given it to...the orphan according to all thy
commandments which thou has commanded me...I have listened to the voice of the Lord my God.”
Deuteronomy 26: 11, 12, & 14

Our Mission

A New Home for SPCO
By Jan Druckenmiller

The Sacred Portion Children’s
Outreach is a non-profit
organization dedicated to
providing for the needy
children of the world who are
without homes or families.
We seek to provide better
environments for children
living in orphanages and to
ultimately move them on to
brighter futures through
adoption. The Sacred Portion
Children’s Outreach relies on
contributions from individuals,
businesses and corporations
in order to carry out its
mission.

If you would prefer to
receive our newsletters
through email, please
notify us by sending a
message to: info@sacred
portion.org. Thank you.

For the past 15 years, The Sacred Portion Children’s
Outreach has been carrying out its mission of creating
better environments and brighter futures for children
without families.
Our involvement with the Rehoboth
Children’s Home, our Summer of Hope hosting program,
and our licensure as a child placing agency have all
contributed to that effort. Many children have been
adopted into new homes all around the world. Now, at
long last, it is SPCO’s turn to have a new home.
Continued on page 2

We have operated the ministry
out of our personal residence
since its inception in 1998. This
has worked well but we have
clearly run out of space. There
is simply not room to put
another file cabinet to contain
adoptive families’ paperwork,
nor to put a desk for another
staff person. And we have
been badly in need of
additional staffing! Given that
our goal is to expand our
adoption services as a source
of revenue for the general
operation of the ministry, we
also feel it is time to have more
visibility with an office space in
town and a location more
convenient for clients.
We wrote a capacity building
grant in November and
submitted it to the same three
foundations that provided
funding for our Hague
Accreditation process.
The
Cora Foundation, Gilhousen
Family Foundation, and
Gianforte Family Foundation all
responded positively, giving us
nearly the total of the grant

funds we requested.
The
objectives of the grant are
threefold:
1) to
better
promote
our
adoption
services 2) to create greater
visibility for the organization,
and 3) to increase staffing.
The net effect of meeting
these objectives is that we will
be able to serve more
children and families.
We
began
looking
in
December for office space to
rent and settled on an office
suite located in Veranda
Park, one block west of N.
19th on Durston. We spent
the month of January
transitioning to this new
space. Our office has a
window facing Durston which
will allow us to have some
signage on this very busy
street. In addition to working
space, we have a small
conference room where we
can meet with clients and an
area for our lending library of
adoption resources.
The
space has a cozy feeling and
we are very pleased!

Beginning in January, we were
able to hire an additional staff
person for 30 hours per week.
This is a huge blessing as we
previously only had 10 hours
per week of administrative
help. We now have 40 hours
per week of
administrative
staffing and coverage of the
office from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm
Monday through Friday.

We are very grateful to
the Cora Foundation,
the Gilhousen Family
Foundation, and the
Gianforte
Family
Foundation for making
this step up possible.
We
thank
these
foundations for their
continued support and
belief in the work we are
doing and for trusting us
with their resources so
generously given.
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HOPEFULL CONNECTIONS
Adoption Services for Montana Families
•
•
•
•

Home studies for international adoption from any country
Home studies for domestic adoption, foster care adoption and
private placement
Birth mother counseling
Post placement and post adoption supervision

The Sacred Portion Children’s Outreach is also able to
function as an international placing agency for adoptions
from the Philippines.

⇒

⇒

Hague Accreditation

The Sacred Portion Children’s Outreach is currently the only
Hague accredited adoption agency in the state of Montana.
Hague accreditation means that, as an agency, we have met
stringent standards intended to protect children, birth parents,
adoptive parents, and to prevent child trafficking and other
abuse in the adoption world. Some foreign countries such as
China now require that not only the international placing agency
but the home study agency be Hague accredited.

To start an adoption process, call us at (406) 586-5773.
We are exploring a new logo design for the
adoption part of our ministry. So far, this is
our favorite! We like the mother and father
creating the shape of the heart and
embracing the child in the middle. The
globe in the center speaks to the
connections that are made around the world
through this ministry, bringing children and
families together. You can go to SPCO’s
Facebook page and “like” this design.
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Meet Our Staff
I was born in Oxnard, California while my parents were living on the
strawberry farm that my paternal grandfather managed. Later we
moved to housing provided by one of the large citrus growers near
Santa Paula, CA. Later, my folks moved into town and I grew up in
Santa Paula with three younger sisters.
I wonder if living where we did could explain why to this day strawberries
& citrus are some of my favorite foods? Or why I love to be outdoors to
recharge: gardening, doing yard work, fishing, camping, cross-country
skiing, or playing with our dogs? Could be possible!

Lynne Hooper, LCSW

I went back to school after my children were in school and, eventually,
earned a Bachelor of Science degree in Psychology and Human
Development from California Polytechnic State University, San Luis
Obispo in 1996. By the time I graduated I knew that I wanted to
become a social worker and was accepted to graduate school at
California State University, Sacramento. In May 1998, I received my
Master’s Degree in Social Work.

In September 1998, I began working for Sacramento County’s Department of Health & Human Services in
Child Protective Services, Adoptions. There I found homes for children who could not be returned to their
biological parents. Later, I was trained to do adoptive home studies for families hoping to adopt from the
program. It was an intense work environment and I learned so much from more “seasoned” social workers,
but the burnout and turnover rate is very high. During my time in Sacramento, I met my husband, Dan, at a
Christian singles group and we married in 2000. I worked for DHHS for 6 years until 2004 when Dan received a
job offer in Bozeman. After we arrived here, I was still passionate about adoption work, but knew that I
wanted to enjoy more of life outside of work which would be difficult to manage in a public agency. In 2005,
our pastor told me about a program that works with older orphans from orphanages overseas and suggested
that I get in contact with Craig and Jan Druckenmiller. What he didn’t know was that in 2005 the State of
Montana decided that the program needed to become licensed as a child placing agency, so there would
be no program that year. I did finally connect with Craig and Jan and, in 2006, I contracted with SPCO to
license the host families as provisional foster parents, provide social work support while the children were here
for summer hosting, and then conduct the adoptive home studies for the families who wanted to move
forward with a plan of adoption. The program has grown so much from there and I along with it!
After I finished obtaining my MSW, I had the long-term goal of becoming a Licensed Clinical Social Worker
(LCSW). This required being supervised for 3,000 hours by a clinical social worker and then being tested
through a national testing service. While working in Sacramento, there never seemed to be enough time to
get all my work done, so working on my license had to be put on hold. After moving to Gallatin County, I
began looking at my goals once more and was able to contract with a LCSW for the necessary supervision. In
January 2013 I was finally able to sit for the four hour licensing exam and I passed!! Halleluiah and hooray!
Looking back, I know that God was always there, guiding me through some rough patches and the good
times, to bring me here for this time. Amazing to know that He cares so much for us! I love working for SPCO
because it is staffed by like-minded people who seek the will of God in what they say and do. How great is it
to know that your work is covered in prayer? And is close to the heart of God? Through training and life
experience I get so much satisfaction from helping children who have suffered grief, loss, and trauma to be
placed in loving homes that will be used to be a part of their healing. I also enjoy getting to know the
adoptive families and being a part of equipping them to help their children heal. It is also amazing to watch
SPCO’s growth over time and know that God’s hand continues to be there guiding the agency as well.
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Meet Our Staff
Born and raised in Malta, Montana, I've known since high school that I've
wanted to pursue a career that helped people in some way. However, if
you'd have asked me back then, I would never have been able to predict
that it would be in the adoption field! I graduated from MSU Northern with
a degree in Business. Since that time, I've worked in several different
industries, including retail, insurance, social services, and banking. It was
not until after a chance meeting with Jan Druckenmiller in 2000 that my
husband, Ken, and I began to think about adoption. You might say that it
all started with a chance meeting and an invitation to an adoptive families
picnic! From there, Ken and I embarked on our own adoption journey of a
domestic, newborn adoption while at the same time I began to volunteer
with Sacred Portion. Almost 2 years later, at the same time Sacred Portion
was planning to bring its first group of children to the US for a summer
hosting program, Ken and I were able to bring home our 4-year-old
daughter, Galina, who is originally from Russia! But that is a whole other
story, one that you can read in the Fall 2002 newsletter! t's been almost 14
years since that chance meeting and, in that time, I've been honored to
serve as volunteer, board member, Administrative Assistant, and now
Lorene Schmit
Adoption Program Assistant, where I'll get to work even more closely with
adoptive families. I've learned much about the beauty and heartache of Adoption Program Assistant
the world of adoption and continue to learn more every day. What a
blessed journey it has been and what a joy to see the Lord grow this ministry! I am incredibly blessed to be
involved in helping children find forever families and getting to know and work with those amazing families,
many of whom have become life-long friends.
I was born in Sacramento, California but was raised in the great state of
Montana, moving to Manhattan when I was 4 years old, I attended the
public school just blocks away for elementary, junior high, and high school,
walking to and from in all types of weather and temperatures. I joined
nearly every club, made excellent grades, participated in school sports
such as track and golf, and sang in the choir or jazz choir for 6 years. I
managed boys’ basketball for 3 years, football for 1 year, and played
AYSO (soccer) for 12 years. I went on to college, where I discovered my
passion for children, working with several different child care facilities until
finally committing to one I agreed with both professionally and morally.
I’ve spent years babysitting and nannying, volunteering for non-profits and
community events, leading my honor society as well as my coworkers, and
even exploring the possible career of teaching, leaving just shy of
completing my student teaching and earning my Secondary Education
degree. I finally graduated at Montana State University with a Bachelor’s
of Science in Family and Consumer Sciences and minors in both Child
Lauren Ortega
Services and Sociology. I now find myself blessed with the opportunity to
Administrative Assistant
work for Sacred Portion Children’s Outreach. Never would I have dreamed
that I could find the perfect marriage of my love of non-profit work (through
helping and service) and my love of children. I am beyond pleased to have been added to this wonderful
organization with outstanding individuals and an undeniably passionate and pure purpose. I have had a
heart for adoption for the past 5 years and absolutely intend to fulfill this desire in the future as well as to
support as many needy ones as I possibly can through foster care. I can’t think of a better place for me to
learn and grow than Sacred Portion, and I’d really like to thank each and every one of you for anything
you’ve ever done to help this mission. I may not know you, but I love you. Thank you!
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Rehoboth Children’s Home
Boys’ Boodle Fight
One of the great things about the Rehoboth Children’s Home is the time that the staff give to the
children in creating happy experiences. However, “even/stevens” is the standing rule and if Fe, the
Administrator, invites the older girls to her house to bake cookies, then the boys demand equal time.
Fe owed the boys so she decided to simulate a Boodle Fight as their activity. It is a military custom in
the Philippines after military action or training for the soldiers to share a common meal to strengthen
their sense of brotherhood. With the help of Kuya Elson, the boys dug a pit and filled it with
charcoal. Then they roasted marshmallows and chunks of hot dog on kabob sticks over the hot
coals. Several large banana leaves were spread on a table and the boys gathered round. Rice
was dished out onto the banana leaves along with fried eggplant and soup and everyone was free
to joyfully eat with their hands. It was amazing to see how much food they boys consumed!
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Christmas of Hope 2013
The Sacred Portion Children’s
Outreach has been doing
summer hosting programs for
older orphans for the past
eleven years in various
communities in Montana, Idaho
and Wyoming. This was our first
time to do a Christmas hosting
program.
We invited families to give the
gift of sharing their Christmas
with a child from Colombia. Six
families came forward to host a
group of seven children from
various orphanages and foster
homes. The children ranged in
age from 9 to 15 years old. The children and escorts arrived in Billings on December 5th and were
greeted with below zero temperatures! The host families provided winter clothing for the Colombian
travelers so that they could be warm and enjoy the winter activities.
Because the families were very spread out between cities and states, we were not able to do a lot
of activities as a group as is the case when the children are all in one community. However, we
held a traditional Colombian Christmas dinner at Grace Bible Church in Bozeman on December 13.
All but one family was able to travel for the dinner. A generous friend of SPCO covered the cost of
hotel rooms for the out-of-town families. Past host/adoptive families and friends of SPCO attended
the dinner as well for a total of 100 people. An array of Colombian food was provided by Crazy
Mountain Catering and it was a relaxing evening of visiting and socializing. We are very grateful to
the team of volunteers who helped to plan and organize the Christmas dinner.
The children returned to Colombia on December 28. Aside from giving the children an opportunity
to spend Christmas with an American family, it was our hope that some of the children might be
adopted as a result of their
participation in Christmas of
Hope.
We are pleased to
announce the four of the seven
children have families moving
forward with adoption. We will
continue to advocate for the
other three children and remain
in anticipation of what God will
do. We are very grateful to the
host families who opened their
hearts and home to make
Christmas an extra special time
for these children.
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Christmas of Hope 2013
The Christmas of Hope program was
made possible through a partnership
of several organizations and
agencies. Colombia Vision is a US
based non-profit organization whose
purpose is to raise funds to support
Colombian institutions that work in the social services arena. To
learn
more
about
Colombia
Vision,
go
to
www.colombiavision.org. Every hosting program that we have
done for the past eleven years has carried with it the huge task
of fundraising to cover the expenses of bringing the children.
We were thrilled to have a rest from this with the Christmas of
Hope program as Colombia Vision covered the pre-travel
expenses and airfare of the children and
escorts. They also orchestrated everything on
the Colombia side including working with the
Instituto de Colombiano de Bienestar Familiar
(ICBF) to identify children for the hosting
program, getting visas, and housing the children
in Bogota for two weeks for preparation and
orientation. Another partner in the Christmas of
Hope program was Associated Catholic
Charities of Baltimore, MD. We have partnered with ACC for
many years in bringing children from the Philippines for Summer
of Hope. ACC is now accredited to place children for adoption
from Colombia so we are very happy to be able to continue
our relationship in that vein. ACC was helpful in getting families
approved by ICBF for hosting and
will be acting as the placing
agency in the resulting adoptions
from the Christmas of Hope
program.

A Big Thank You to Tim and Mary Barnard
of Barnard Construction for donating to
Christmas of Hope.
This generous contribution helped us to cover the cost of the traditional
Colombian dinner, medical insurance for the children, and in-country
travel of the escorts from city to city. The unused portion of this donation
will go towards Summer of Hope 2014.
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Coming from Colombia to below zero temperatures and snow was a
new experience for the children participating in Christmas of Hope.
For the most part, they were undaunted and enjoyed the winter
activities including sledding, ice skating and building snowmen.
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The children delighted in the Christmas gifts they received from their
host families.
But the greater gift was being able to spend the
holiday season in a loving, caring family and experience some new
and different Christmas traditions.
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Children Needing Families
Our hosting programs have, on average, an 80% success rate. Some years it’s 100%
with all of the children finding families and other years it’s less. A total of 18 children
participated in our hosting programs in 2013. This included the Summer of Hope
program held in July and our first-time-ever Christmas of Hope program held in
December. Of those 18 children, we have 4 children still needing families. We would
be grateful if you could help us spread the word about these children.

John
Ma r k ,
age
12 ,
participated in Summer of
Hope in Gillette, WY. He is a
very athletic boy who loves
to play sports and is quite
competitive with other boys
his size and age. He is also
artistic and loves to draw.
John Mark is very good with
little children but, given his
age, we think it’s best to
place him in a home with
older children or no children.

Two sisters, Angie, age 10, and Yineth, age 9, spent Christmas
with a family in Cody, Wyoming. These girls’ behaviors were
somewhat challenging and they do not have a very good
relationship with each other. The central adoption authority in
Colombia, the Instituto de Colombiano de Bienestar Familiar,
has suggested that the girls could be adopted into separate
families. These girls need experienced parents who have
knowledge of issues of adopted children and would be willing
to go the course in helping them make a healthy adjustment
into a family.

If you would like more information on these
children, please call us at (406) 586-5773 or email
info@sacredportion.org. We can put you in touch
with the children’s host families who can provide
information
on
the
child’s
personality,
interactions with family members, etc.

Freddy, age 10, spent Christmas with a family in Billings, MT. He
is a bright, inquisitive, highly energetic boy with a great sense
of humor. Freddy needs a high degree of attention so would
do best in a family with older children where he is the youngest
child.
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A Call to Action!
Protecting Your Religious Freedoms At Home
The Bozeman City Commission is considering a Non-Discrimination Ordinance (NDO),
which lists the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT) community as a uniquely
protected class, in municipal code. The NDO would prohibit discrimination on the basis
of sexual orientation, gender identity and gender expression.
Protection from discrimination - sounds innocent enough, particularly when we are
talking about housing or employment. Supporters of the NDO plan to leverage the
passage of a number of cities NDO’s in order to pressure the state legislature to pass a
statewide law.
If passed, the NDO would require the SPCO ministry of orphan care and adoption to
serve the LGBT community by placing orphaned and abandoned children with LBGT
couples through adoption. At SPCO, our hearts are for children from hard places.
Children who have already experienced the trauma of losing their family need to be
protected from insecure family structures, improper adult role figures and possible abuse.
The proposed NDO is an assault on our religious freedom. SPCO ministry potentially
could be sued for refusing to hire someone who does not adhere to our religious beliefs.
Take action, get involved!
1. ENGAGE: Contact your City Commissioners at: www.bozeman.net/agenda . Please
be respectful in all your communications.
2. STAY INFORMED: Get NDO email or text updates at: www.montanafamily.org
3. SIGN THE PETITION: Sign an electronic petition requesting a Religious Freedom
Ordinance (RFO) www.rfordinance.com
4. SPREAD THE WORD: Discuss this issue with friends, ect.
5. PRAY: Email action@montanafamily.org to pray with a regular prayer group.
6. ATTEND COMMISION MEETINGS: Show up on Monday nights to testify and show
support for the RFO and defeat the NDO. Sign up for notification by email or text.
See above #2.
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17th Annual
Adoption Celebration

Every year, during November,
which is Adoption Awareness
Month,
an
Adoption
Celebration is held in the state
capitol building in Helena, MT.
Family service organizations
orchestrate this event which
includes adoptive families
finalizing their adoptions in the
Old Capital Supreme Court
Chamber.
This year, on

the Summer of Hope program in 2011. Following the court
procedure, a reception was held in the beautiful rotunda of the
capitol building. We were given the opportunity to have a
display for SPCO in the rotunda during this time. Congratulations
to the Koroiyale family!

November 12, 2013, one of our
very own adoptive families
participated in this event along
with three other families. The
Honorable Jeffrey Sherlock,
judge of the 1st District Court in
Montana,
oversaw
the
finalizations. Ifereimi and Jess
Koroiyale finalized their
adoption of Luil whom they
hosted from Ethiopia through
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More Adoption Finalizations
The Jardstrom family finalized their adoption
of Sheilia Mae, age 12, on December 5, 2013.
The Jardstroms hosted Sheila from the
Philippines during Summer of Hope 2011.

The Herzog family completed their refinalization of Wendem, age 9, on October 5,
2013. The Herzogs hosted Wendem from
Ethiopia during Summer of Hope 2011.

Academic Honors
Congratulations to:
Ron Kroon, senior, Angelica Linabary, junior, and
Ashlyn Van Dyken, sophomore, for making the
honor roll for the first quarter at Manhattan
Christian school.

The Oberly family completed their refinalization of Yibralem, age 9, on
September 9, 2013.
Yibralem is from
Ethiopia.

Mariz Blockey, college freshman, for making the
Dean’s List for the fall semester at the University of
Montana/Missoula.

Congratulations Everyone!
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